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EGP Concentrated Value Fund 

Address: Suite 2, Level 16, 56 Pitt Street 

Sydney, NSW, 2000 

Mobile: 0418 278 298 

 

EGP Concentrated Value Fund is a managed investment scheme focused primarily on owning Australian listed 

businesses. It targets 3 – 5% annual outperformance of Australia’s preeminent ASX200 index over the long term. 

Managed by a performance-oriented co-owner, we run a portfolio that is genuinely different. The sole objective is to 

deliver the strongest possible risk adjusted returns. The fund manager has their entire investable asset base in the 

fund, meaning focus on risk is unusually intense. 

   Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun FYTD 

EGPCVF 
FY18 

N/A 1.1%* 3.0% 2.4% 0.8% 1.6% 0.5% (3.0%) (0.7%) (2.7%) (0.6%) (0.7%) 1.58% 

Benchmark 
FY18 

N/A (0.1%)* (0.0%) 4.0% 1.6% 1.8% (0.5%) 0.4% (3.8%) 3.9% 1.1% 3.3% 12.18% 

EGPCVF 
FY19 

2.6% 1.0% 1.8% (4.2%) (1.7%) (1.0%) (0.9%) (1.9%) 1.2% 0.9% 4.8% 2.3% 4.63% 

Benchmark 
FY19 

1.4% 1.4% (1.3%) (6.1%) (2.2%) (0.1%) 3.9% 6.0% 0.7% 2.4% 1.7% 3.7% 11.55% 

EGPCVF 
FY20 

6.1% 1.8% 6.4% 5.2% 5.5% 0.1% (0.3%) (6.7%) (28.9%) 11.0% 3.6% 5.1% 1.99% 

Benchmark 
FY20 

2.9% (2.4%) 1.8% (0.4%) 3.3% (2.2%) 5.0% (7.7%) (20.7%) 8.8% 4.4% 2.6% (7.68%) 

EGPCVF 
FY21 

1.9% 4.1% (1.5%) 4.6% 5.3%        15.03% 

Benchmark 
FY21 

0.5% 2.8% (3.7%) 1.9% 10.2%        11.85% 

*August 2017 is the period from August 15th-31st for both the fund and the benchmark in the above tables. 

 

The Month That Was: - 

The fund rose 5.3% in November. Our benchmark rose 10.2%. 

The market was explosively higher in November, mostly across sectors we have close to zero exposure to. This meant 

we sharply underperformed this month despite a strong month of our own. The content of a series which will run for 

the next few monthly updates begins overleaf and will hopefully serve to reinforce the irrelevance of month to month 

movements in long term wealth creation. 
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Searching for Eleven Figures. Part One: - 

When Warren Buffett began purchasing Berkshire Hathaway shares in the early 1960’s at ~$7.50 per share, the market 

capitalisation was ~$8.5m. The prospect of Berkshire Hathaway being worth $543b some 60 years hence would have 

seemed insane to Buffett even in his most ambitious daydreams. To be fair, there are about 37% more shares on issue 

today than there were when he commenced purchasing, but even if we factor for that, ~$8.5m became ~$395b in 

roughly 60 years. 

We point this fact out as the power of high-rate compounding over long durations tends to fracture even the most 

mathematically adept human brain. To attempt to circumvent this flaw most of our brains seem prone to, we thought 

it would be worth looking a long way out at what some of the larger holdings we expect to still hold in many years’ 

time might need to do to become >$10b businesses (hence the “Eleven Figures” reference in the title). We hope to 

reprise the piece in a few years’ time with a “Searching for Twelve Figures” series… 

$10b has no special significance other than the fact it is a long way off for any of our portfolio companies, with the 

largest being Dicker Data, which is worth ~$1.8b and would therefore need to grow its value by ~5.5 times to meet 

the target threshold. 

I was given to contemplating earlier this month the fact that our former portfolio holding Reece (REH) is now homing 

in on a $10b valuation. I remember visiting numerous REH stores in around 1990 with my father as I worked with him 

in the school holidays. I ruminated this month on what sort of foresight might have been required to imagine in 1990 

when REH was earning a few million dollars of after-tax profit had a market capitalisation of ~$30m that the business 

in the not too distant future might be valued at $10b. 

In 1998, the REH share price roughly doubled after the release of an explosive 45% increase in FY98 profits from 

$11.9m to $17.3m. Now 10 times as valuable as in 1990, you were paying ~$300m in market capitalisation, surely the 

business was fully valued? In the pre-GFC bull market of 2007, the market capitalisation of REH had again risen almost 

10-fold and now approached $3b, roughly 100 times what it was when I first put my grubby thirteen year old elbows 

on the worn laminate counters about 17 years earlier. Had I invested the $400 I earned that school holidays as a 13 

year old working with my Father in REH stock, I’d have had turned it into in about $40,000 in time for my 30th birthday 

(not to mention the dividend stream). 

Fast forward another 13 years and REH’s market capitalisation has more than tripled again, slowing the growth rate 

from the prior decades, but still growing at a handsome clip. The 1990 buyer of REH stock at (split adjusted) 25c today 

holds a share worth $13.50 and has had their original capital returned multiple times over in dividends. 

To think about a $10b valuation for our portfolio companies, we will contemplate the level of earnings that might be 

required to justify such a valuation, then attempt to decide how long the business might need to get to such a level 

of earnings. 

Almost every estimate we make in the series will be wrong, often by wide margins, but to derive a useful valuation, 

we need to have some fundamental basis for our thinking. When Charlie Munger has been asked why he is such a 

successful investor, he offers “My guesses are better than yours.” as an explanation. This seems a flippant statement 

on the surface, but to ensure our “guesses” are better (and therefore more profitable) than the median market 

participants guesses, we need to ensure they are made within a good framework and not pulled from our derrieres. 

The first of our holdings we will examine is Redbubble (RBL). The business has this month through a meaningful 

addition to our holding and some share price appreciation become our second largest holding. 

The original piece below was written at the time I was adding to our holdings at the beginning of this month, and uses 

a share price of $4 per share, which is just a little more than the average price we paid to add to our RBL holding in 

November. 

RBL at $4 per share has just shy of a $1.1b market capitalisation. At the September quarter update, the cash balance 

was $85.4m. In round figures, the enterprise valuation is ~$1b. The September quarter saw the business generate 

EBITDA of $25.7m from “marketplace revenue” (i.e. removes the artists share of margin) of $147.5m. Because 

revenues have grown so swiftly through the COVID period with an acceleration of the adoption of online shopping, it 

is difficult to ascertain the correct number to describe as the current “underlying earnings power” of the business. 
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With that said, the September quarter is typically the weakest quarter of the year, we think the run-rate revenues and 

EBITDA can probably be roughly annualised. 

We are modelling something roughly like this for the FY21 year: 

Q1 = $147.5m revenue ($68.4m pcp) = $25.7m EBITDA ($1.4m pcp) (n.b. these are the actuals from Q1) 

Q2 = $197.5m revenue ($109.8m pcp) = $38.8m EBITDA ($6.4m pcp) 

Q3 = $130m revenue ($65.6m pcp) = $18.5m EBITDA (-$3.3m pcp) 

Q4 = $125m revenue ($103.3m pcp) = $17.0m EBITDA ($8.4m pcp) 

FY2021 = $600m revenue ($348.9m pcp) = $100m EBITDA ($15.3m pcp) 

Our estimate of a 72% FY2021 increase in revenue resulting in an estimated 554% increase in EBITDA indicates why 

we are excited about RBL, that type of operating leverage is seldom found, and more seldom yet in a business with as 

large an addressable market as RBL’s. 

A key comparator business for RBL is ETSY, whose CEO made this statement earlier this year “When we pull back and 

look at what we've learned over the past three months, it reinforces my belief that the size of Etsy's addressable 

market starts with a T, not with a B.”. If he is correct, one only need capture a small fraction of a market valued at a 

trillion dollars to have a business that has an “eleven figures” valuation. 

Based off our estimate of $100m of EBITDA for FY2021, at a $1b EV, we added to our holding in November at what 

we estimate was 10x EV/EBITDA. For comparison, REH which I mentioned early in this piece is trading at about 13x 

EV/EBITDA and clearly has nothing like the growth opportunities ahead that RBL has. If REH can grow EBITDA at a rate 

between 10 – 20% for the next few years, most REH investors will be quite pleased with that. We think RBL can grow 

at much more like the rate of the REH of my teenage years than the REH of my middle age. 

For example, assume the above estimate of $600m revenue & $100m EBITDA proves accurate (it will not, as I have 

repeatedly said, but it might be in the ballpark…). Then the FY22 RBL will be cycling a revenue base that had the 

tailwind of COVID stimulus packages and what will likely prove to be “non-recurring” revenues such as masks, which 

if not disappearing from the revenue base next year will at least be greatly diminished. The fact that they have pivoted 

so quickly to a new opportunity does, however, speak to the incredible adaptability of the business model. 

Given these factors, we do not expect the >50% revenue CAGR (compound annual growth rate) from the last 8 years 

is likely to be repeated in either FY22 or beyond. We do think there are permanent structural trend towards both 

online shopping and product personalisation that will see RBL grow at high rates for many years. With the 

disappearance of most mask revenue, we are estimating the FY22 revenue will be something like $660-680m. We 

doubt the GPAPA (gross profit after paid acquisition) margin of 33% earned in Q1 can be sustained. We do think that 

there are benefits to scale and are modelling the GPAPA margin settling at ~30%. This implies ~$198-204m of GPAPA. 

The OPEX was $21.1m in the September quarter, and after the recent “cost-out” program, should be held at ~$85-

88m for FY22. This gives us an FY22 estimated EBITDA range of $110m-$119m. 

To look out, we need to make some assumptions about growth in costs and revenues. We will present this in tables 

below based on a “high/low” basis for “near perfect execution” and “solid execution”. From FY23, the revenue should 

resume a trajectory closer to the last 5 years, which was ~37.5% (this CAGR to be fair included a small acquisition in 

TeePublic). 

For conservatism, we are going to use a 15% bottom of the range (it would be surprising if revenue growth slowed 

below this level) and a 25% top end of the range (we would be delighted to be wrong on the upside) for revenue 

growth. We will assume GPAPA is constant at 30%, but scale is an advantage, and this could be conservative if they 

grow swiftly. For OPEX, for the conservative estimate will be that OPEX grows at 60% of revenue growth rate (this has 

been about the historic relationship), our aggressive estimate will be that OPEX can be restrained at 40% of revenue 

(this should be possible as scale improves efficiency). 
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The good thing about setting out a range of forecasts is we can revisit them to adjust based on the actual results as 

they arrive and it gives us a sense of what the future looks like under various alternatives. The reason I like RBL at 

present is that even under quite modest assumptions, quite an excellent outcome can be delivered.  

Solid Execution: - 
 

 Revenue Low GPAPA OPEX High EBITDA D & A EBIT NPAT 

FY2022 $660m $198.0m $88.0m $110.0m $14.0m $96.0m $72.0m 

FY2023 $759m $227.7m $95.9m $131.8m $15.4m $116.4m $87.3m 

FY2024 $873m $261.9m $104.6m $157.3m $16.9m $140.4m $105.3m 

FY2025 $1,004m $301.1m $114.0m $187.2m $18.6m $168.5m $126.4m 

FY2026 $1,154m $346.3m $124.2m $222.1m $20.5m $202.6m $151.2m 

FY2027 $1,327m $398.3m $135.4m $262.9m $22.6m $240.3m $180.2m 
 

Based on “Solid Execution”, with revenues growing at 15% and OPEX growing at 9% (60% of the rate of revenue), 

between now and FY2027, NPAT would grow to $180.2m in FY2027 (we have assumed a 25% global tax rate). The 

NPAT growth under this assumption is ~20% per annum over the 5 years examined. Knowing what multiple the market 

will be willing to pay at any point in the future is always the twin “Achilles heel” (along with the accuracy of the growth 

assumptions used) of any “DCF-style” valuation. 

Assuming the interest rates of the world are not meaningfully different to where they are today, the range of earnings 

multiples market participants would likely apply to earnings that have travelled the path set out in the above table 

should be between 20-25x NPAT. It is hard to imagine a multiple of less than 20x is applied, much easier with the way 

the market is currently valuing good businesses to assume a multiple of more than 25x is applied. 

20 x $180.2m is $3,604m. This equates to an EV/EBITDA of 16.5x (assuming all interim earnings are retained). 

25 x $180.2m is $4,505m. This equates to an EV/EBITDA of 19.9x (assuming all interim earnings are retained). 

Both above calculations do not allow for the distribution of the $722m in accumulated earnings over the period. If we 

add that into the EV, we get $4,326m - $5,227m. So “solid execution” only gets us about halfway to our goal of eleven 

figures. Based on the funds purchases this month at a $1b EV, “solid execution” does however offer an annualised 

return of 23.3% – 26.7%, which is perfectly excellent.  

What then if they execute a little better?   

Near Perfect Execution: - 
 

 Revenue High GPAPA OPEX Low EBITDA D & A EBIT NPAT 

FY2022 $680m $204m $85m $119m $14m $105m $78.8m 

FY2023 $850m $255m $93.5m $161.5m $15.4m $146.1m $109.6m 

FY2024 $1063m $318.8m $102.9m $215.9m $16.9m $199m $149.2m 

FY2025 $1328m $398.4m $113.1m $285.3m $18.6m $266.7m $200.0m 

FY2026 $1660m $498.0m $124.5m $373.6m $20.5m $353.1m $264.8m 

FY2027 $2075m $622.6m $136.9m $485.7m $22.6m $463.1m $347.3m 
 

Based on “Near Perfect Execution”, with revenues growing at 25% and OPEX growing at 10% (40% of the rate of 

revenue), between now and FY2027, NPAT would grow to $347.3m in FY2027 (we have again assumed a 25% global 

tax rate). The NPAT growth under this assumption is almost 35% per annum over the 5 years examined, a rate that 

precious few businesses achieve, particularly off a starting point of nearly $80m in earnings. 

Again, the finishing multiple is a difficult decision. Teleport me to 2027 and a business that has ~$350m of after-tax 

earnings that is nearly five times the earnings of only five years prior and it would be hard to imagine the multiple 

ascribed that business is not in the 30-35x range. For context, Pro Medicus is a business of similarly excellent quality 

as RBL. They have grown their per share earnings by a 37% CAGR in the past 4 years and trade at 134x last years 

earnings and about 100x next year’s estimated earnings. 
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25 x $347.3m is $8,683m. This equates to an EV/EBITDA of 20.2x (assuming all earnings are retained). 

30 x $347.3m is $10,419m. This equates to an EV/EBITDA of 23.8x (assuming all earnings are retained). 

Both calculations do not allow for the distribution of the $1,150m in accumulated earnings over the period. If we add 

that into the EV, we get $9,832m - $11,569m. “Near Perfect Execution” gets us comfortably to our goal of eleven 

figures at the top end of the valuation range, and quite close at the bottom. 

Furthermore, based on the funds purchases this month at a $1b EV, this outcome offers an annualised return of 38.6% 

– 41.9%, at either end of the range, which is simply breathtaking and demonstrates why the ideal business to own is 

one with an excellent business model and a huge addressable market. 

I will stress for a final time that the estimates used above will undoubtedly be wrong, our steadfast hope is they are 

wrong to the upside, but that may not be the case. Despite the addition of mobile applications that change the way 

users engage with RBL, the business is still somewhat vulnerable to the capricious way Google sometimes change their 

search algorithms. The business the strongest and least vulnerable it has ever been, but technology evolves at a 

breathtaking pace and there may be a challenger waiting in the wings to torpedo the estimates we made above. 

With that said, marketplace businesses are incredibly difficult to create, venture capital hurls billions of dollars at such 

businesses every year, nearly all fail. Once they pass the point of self-sustaining commercialisation, however, as RBL 

has, they sit atop a value-creation machine few businesses possess. 

What Should RBL Management Do? - 

RBL has become a business that gushes more cash than management will be reasonably able to deploy into growth 

opportunities. Despite the successful acquisition of TeePublic, our preference as shareholders would not be to use 

any of this excess cash for acquisitions unless there is something genuinely compelling that offers intangible benefits 

beyond the scope of just additional scale. Given a preponderance of RBL earnings will be generated overseas, any 

dividends the business was able to pay would be unfranked, which is likewise undesirable to Australian shareholders. 

Dividends should only be declared up to the level they can be fully franked. 

They may not have sat down and cogitated on the wealth creation machine they have built, but if I were on the RBL 

board, I would be sitting down to examine whether outcomes in the ranges posited above are realistic. If they are, the 

best pathway to value creation would be extremely aggressive buybacks of their stock for as long as the stock remains 

valued well below intrinsic value. Based on the high/low EV/EBITDA set out above, our estimate of the intrinsic value 

is currently $6.50-$9.10. Were I on the RBL board, I would argue for extremely aggressive buybacks below the bottom 

end of that range, becoming steadily less aggressive as the valuation approached the top end of the range. 

The ZFC update: - 

CEO of The ZFC, Brad Hughes (brad.hughes@thezfc.com.au) and I travelled to Melbourne the day borders opened to 

talk with prospective partner fund managers. It was a pleasure to finally be able to cross the border. Brad has been 

consistently surprised (to the upside) about the quality of investors that are willing to contemplate engaging with the 

ZFC philosophy and we increasingly expect to build something quite special. 

We are travelling to Brisbane on 7 & 8 December on a similar mission as the Melbourne visit. Should anyone wish to 

contact regarding an appointment whom we have not yet reached; please contact me. We are happy to extend a day 

if our Brisvegas schedule overfills. 

We are likewise interested to talk to any prospective investors, particularly those of scale, such as asset allocation 

businesses, family offices, or financial planning groups. The ZFC will be an excellent way for larger asset allocators to 

engage at institutional scale with a group of skilled fund managers primarily focused on the smaller end of the market 

which can provide advantages to direct investment. The ZFC will also provide free of charge a research focus to such 

organisations, whereby we will explain which of our member managers can best fill a targeted asset allocation goal. 

 We look forward to being positioned to make further updates as The ZFC progresses. 

  

mailto:brad.hughes@thezfc.com.au
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Key Portfolio Information: - 

Our top 10 holdings on 30 November 2020 were: 

Rank Holding Percentage Equity Weighting Percentage Portfolio Weighting 

1 United Overseas Australia (UOS.ASX) 11.2% 10.4% 

2 Redbubble (RBL.ASX) 8.2% 7.6% 

3 Undisclosed 7.7% 7.2% 

4 Smartpay (SMP.ASX) 6.6% 6.2% 

5 PPK Group (PPK.ASX) 5.8% 5.4% 

6 Dicker Data (DDR.ASX) 5.6% 5.2% 

7 Site Group International (SIT.ASX) 5.0% 4.6% 

8 LawFinance (LAW.ASX) 4.0% 3.7% 

9 National Tyre & Wheel (NTD.ASX) 3.7% 3.5% 

10 Kangaroo Plantation (KPT.ASX) 3.4% 3.1% 
  

Our largest 5 holdings now comprise 39.5% of our invested capital, our top 10 holdings are 61.2% and our top 15 

represent 74.3%. Cash and cash equivalents are 7.5% of the portfolio. The median market capitalisation is $143.5m. 

Weighted average market capitalisation is $439.9m. 

 

As always, investors with any questions, suggestions, comments or investment ideas should feel free to drop me a 
line – Tony@egpcapital.com.au   

mailto:Tony@egpcapital.com.au
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Fund Features Portfolio Analytics 

Min. initial investment $50,000 Sharpe Ratio1 -0.16 

Additional investments $5,000 (Minimum) 

$200,000 (Maximum) 

Sortino Ratio1 0.75 

Applications/redemptions Monthly Annualised Standard Dev. – EGP 

Annualised S/D - Benchmark 

20.25% 

16.98% 

Distribution Annual 30th June Largest Monthly Loss – EGP 

Largest Monthly Loss - Benchmark 

-28.9% 

-20.7% 

Management fee 0% Largest Drawdown – EGP 

Largest Drawdown - Benchmark 

-33.9% 

-26.7% 

Performance fee (<$50m) 

Performance fee (>$50m) 

20.5% (inc GST) 

15.375% (inc GST) 

% Of Positive Months – EGP 

% Of Positive Months - Benchmark 

65.0% 

65.0% 

Auditor Ernst & Young Cumulative return2 – EGP 

Cumulative return2 – Benchmark 

24.7% 

29.2% 

Custodian/PB NAB Asset Services 1-year return2 – EGP 

1-year return – Benchmark 

(8.0%) 

(2.0%) 

Responsible Entity Fundhost Limited 3-year annualised return2 – EGP 

3-year annualised – Benchmark 

5.1% 

6.9% 

Fund Size $78m 5-year annualised return2 – EGP 

5-year annualised – Benchmark 

N/A 

N/A 

Mid-Price for EGPCVF Units 

Accumulated Franking per Unit 

$1.0937 

$0.0040 

Buy Price for EGPCVF Units 

Sell Price for EGPCVF Units 

$1.0954 

$1.0921 
1 Sharpe and Sortino Ratios calculated using the Monthly Benchmark ASX200 Total Return Index 

2 Return is net of all fees and costs and assumes reinvestment of dividends. 1, 3 and 5 year figures are rolling annualised figures. 

Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. 

DISCLAIMER: 

EGP Capital Pty Ltd (ABN 32 145 120 681) (EGP Capital) is the holder of AFSL #499193. None of the information provided is, or should be considered to be, general or personal financial 

advice. The information provided is factual information only and is not intended to imply any recommendation or opinion about a finan cial product.  The content has been prepared 

without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situations or needs. You should consider seeking your own independent financial advice before making any financial or 

investment decisions. The information provided in this presentation is believed to be accurate at the time of writing. None of EGP Capital, Fundhost or their related entities nor their 

respective officers and agents accepts responsibility for any inaccuracy in, or any actions taken in reliance upon, that information. The EGP Concentrated Value Fund (ARSN 619879631) 

(Fund) discussed in this report is offered via a Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) which contains all the details of the offer. The Fund PDS is issued by Fundhost Limited (AFSL 233045) as 

responsible entity for the Fund. Before making any decision to make or hold any investment in a Fund you should consider the PDS in full. The PDS will be made available by contacting 

EGP Capital (info@egpcapital.com.au). Investment returns are not guaranteed. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. 

 

Appendix 1: - 

Combined funds cumulative return since inception: 

 

mailto:info@egpcapital.com.au

